
                                      BYLAWS DISCUSSION

A. Parliamentarian Discussion of Meetings

1. During the discussion of changing the wording of Section IV of NCalSBA bylaws, a question came up 
regarding Executive Committee meetings.  Cissy’s understanding is that the Executive Committee 
conducts a lot of business online due to sensitivity of some issues.  

2. Who is the Executive Committee?  There are seven members:  President, Vice President, Web 
Communications Chair, Member Communications Chair, Activities Chair, Treasurer and Secretary.  Any 
of those can be shared positions but each position has only one vote.

3. Judy asked if we should have regular meetings of Exec Committee.  Danny pointed out that we post 
Board of Directors meetings in the activities calendar and Exec Committee meetings will come up as 
needed.  Danny wants the Exec Committee meetings taking place online as needed since they tend to 
be items we might want to keep private, for instance, an issue with an individual member or a financial 
matter.

4. Cissy said that to leave flexibility going forward, she proposes we say “regular meetings of the Board of 
Directors and/or the Executive Committee”.

B. Parliamentarian Discussion of Quorum

1.  Cissy noted that, normally, an organization’s bylaws specify what a quorum is.  By definition a quorum 
is the number of members who must be present at a meeting in order to conduct official business or to 
take a vote that’s valid.  The historical reason is to avoid an issue of a small subset of members getting 
together and making a decision on behalf of the organization.  Its a protection against someone saying 
later that there weren’t enough members present for a vote.  

2. A question was asked if our bylaws specify a quorum.  Cissy said that our bylaws are silent, that the 
word quorum doesn't come up as defined so she proposes that we do define it.  Cissy noted that we 
have a quorum today as in the absence of a number, a majority of the members of that body is 
assumed.  

3. We currently have a 17 member board so a majority is 9.  Our board of directors can number up to 19 
members: 7 executive committee members, 4 other elected board members (parliamentarian and 3 
other members at large - we currently have 2), 4 appointed regional representatives and 4 on the 
advisory committee (up to 3 advisers - we currently have 2 - plus the immediate past president).  Sally 
Petru currently fills the slot of immediate past president.  If our board were a full 19 members, a 
majority would be 10.  We presently have 17 members due to Deni and Pria sharing a position.  DANNY, 
ISN’T SALLY ALSO OUR NATIONAL LIASON?

4. Cissy’s proposal is that we add language into Article IV about meetings to say that a majority of the 
members of each, the ExecutiveCommittee and/or the Board of Directors constitutes a quorum at the 
meetings.

5. A question was asked whether the statement refers to actual members or potential members with the 
answer being actual members.  A filled position has one vote.

C. Parliamentarian Discussion of Voting

1. Should an individual holding more than one position have more than one vote.  Beatrice and Liz feel 
that if you occupy 2 positions, that should be 2 votes.  Nancy thinks an individual should only have 1 
vote.  Svetlana agrees as she thinks we don’t want to encourage people to take 2 or 3 positions in a 
kind of power move.  Cissy said that argues in favor of saying 1 vote.  

2. A question was asked if it is typical that we do get a majority or is reaching it a difficult threshold.  
Cissy replied that in practice we usually do have a majority present at board meetings with today being 
the closest we’ve come to not having enough attendees.  She also said that when we do change the 
language, we will have to become more serious about attendance.  Members will have to let the 
president know if they will not attend so that she can reschedule if there will not be a quorum present.  
Catherine mentioned that some boards allow a phone in vote in an emergency.  Cissy noted that this 
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would require some language in the bylaws.  Danny would prefer people not feel that they could phone 
in as it is important to be present and interact.  

3. Svetlana asked for a clarification of which matters the executive committee of 7 members (with a 
quorum of 4 and a majority vote of 3) can vote on.  Cissy said that some decisions are allocated in the 
bylaws to the executive committee and others are not.  

4. Svetlana also asked if the president has to be present.  The bylaws state that the president does not 
have to be present and if the vice president and the president are absent, the present members of the 
executive committee can choose someone to temporarily fill in.

5. Cissy noted that something that isn’t mentioned is that when a quorum is present, a vote is passed by a 
majority of those present.  This may seem obvious except that our bylaws state that amending the 
bylaws needs a 60% vote, greater than a simple majority.  

6. Cissy noticed a recorder on the table and asked if everyone was ok with being recorded.  Danny said 
Suzanne recorded all previous meetings.  Catherine said that Suzanne had told her it was very useful.  
Catherine said that she is using it as backup since she is writing most everything down.  She also said 
she deletes the entire recording as soon as she has finished the minutes and they are approved. 

 D.   Parliamentarian Discussion of Elections

1.Cissy said that at the last elections for this current board, a question came up as to whether we could 
have absentee ballots and the question got filed to be addressed later.  The current bylaws don’t spell 
out how many members need to be at the annual meeting when board is elected every 2 years.  We want 
to avoid having to have a quorum since we have a lot of members and most do not come to the annual 
meetings.  

2.Bylaws can be amended 3 ways:
    a.  a vote by 60% or more of members present at annual meeting
    b.  a vote by 60% or more of members who RESPOND by email or snail mail
    c.  a majority vote of board of directors after consulting the membership
3.Svetlana asked if we are talking about amending our bylaws for board voting or about 60% vote to 

amend bylaws.  Cissy replied that the question at hand is how to vote in our elections every two years at 
the annual meeting.  She is borrowing language from bylaws regarding bylaws amendment voting to 
propose we apply that language to our board elections every two years.  They are two different things as 
noted in 2.a and b above.

4.Cissy noted that as there is no language present in current bylaws for elections other than the statement 
that we have an election every two years AT the general meeting.  She proposes that we take the same 
language we have for amending bylaws and apply it to general elections.  So EITHER the members who 
come to annual meeting vote OR we have a mail vote.

5.Danny asked if we could do both.  General discussion brought up problems of people voting twice, how 
to keep track of votes (alphabetical or numerical), providing a person at meeting to administer votes.  

6.Pria noted that a mail vote would solve the problem of next elections since not having general meeting 
in 2017 is a possibility due to our hosting the ASBA annual conference.  Cissy said she did not have this 
in mind but it could, if we put this in.

7.Cissy said that, before we go on with that idea, there are 2 questions:
    a. The method by which we hold our annual elections, voting by members present at annual meeting or 
by email/mail.
    b. The percentage of votes needed for election, a simple majority or 60%.
8.Pria thought a simple majority if safer in case of a contested election. 
9.Cissy said that though we have been able to use a white ballot (a full slate of non contested positions) in 

the past, we need to cover future possibilities.  We have more diverse factions in our group now than 
before and there may be contested positions going forward. She thought that if there are contested 
elections going forward, we would have to go to a paper ballot.  Bylaws should cover all possibilities.

10.Cissy noted that what we had been talking about was how to combine mail-in ballots and votes by 
those present at the meeting.  This is the logistical issue that most of the comments have been dealing 
with.  She suggested that for the bylaws, we could say and/or and worry later about how to do it.  Or we 
can decide it will be a majority of those who send in ballots or a majority of those voting at the meeting.  
Danny would like it to be as flexible as possible.

11.Svetlana thought that an email vote enables much more of the membership to have a say since they 
may live too far away or may be infirm.  Cissy noted that is an argument in favor of a mail vote and 
taking out the bylaw language about elections taking place at the general meeting.  Anonymous voting 
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isn’t possible using email.  Pria thinks we can include another piece of paper in the annual packet 
mailing so that those not using email can mail in their vote.  It can come back with the lunch reservation 
or by itself.

12.Cissy said that if our membership is around 200, it is reasonable to expect that we may get more than 
65 people (the number usually at the general meeting) returning the ballot so it might increase 
participation.  All of this avoids the question of a quorum of total members at the general meeting as we 
never get it.

13.Cissy said her sense is that the drift is to remove the bylaws language stating that the election takes 
place at the general meeting every 2 years and replacing it with “elected by a simple majority of 
members present at the general meeting every two years OR responding to a vote by USPS mail or email” 
to cover the future.  

14.We don't have to sort out details as to how to handle the voting 
15.Cissy also would like to clarify the organization and language of Section V: paragraph numbers, 

grammar edits and list structure.  No changing of any meaning.
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